
Objectives – to create a program that will: 
Store data in the correct class file 
Allow the teacher to enter the student’s name 
and test scores 

Information: 
There are 3 classes 
Each student must have three test scores 

Task a Complete 

Create three text file in Notepad, save each one 
with a sensible name and as a .txt 

 

Task b – Using Input to enter the data Complete 

Using input get the program to ask the teacher to 
enter the student’s name and three test scores 

 

Get each input to append to a list to store the data 
ready to write into the text file 

 

Test this part of the code by printing out the list to see 
if this part of the program has worked correctly 

 

Task c – Writing to the text file Complete 

Using with open get the text file open and make 
sure it is open as ‘a’ or ‘r+’ 

 

Using the .write function get each element in the 
list to write to the text file  

 

Test this part of the code by running it and then 
checking the text file has the new recorded added in. 

 

Problems:  
You may need to look up how to add in a comma 
or space between each element 

 

Task d – Selecting the right class file to write to Complete 

Using input and an IF...ELIF Statement you 
need to ask the user to enter the class number and 
then use the IF to name the right file. 

 

You will need to alter the with open so it uses the vari-
able (for the class name) rather than the text file 
name.  

 

Test to see if it will write the data to the correct file.  

Task e – Entering multiple students one after 
the other 

Complete 

Using a while loop to ask if the teacher wants to en-
ter another student into the same class file, and then 
get the code to run again. 

 

Test to see if the students write into the same docu-
ment 

 

Problems: 
You need to empty the list before adding in a new 
student 
You need to get the new student to print on the next 
line down 

 

THINGS YOU COULD ADD IN: Complete 

What if the teacher enters a letter or wrong number when 
trying to find the class file? Try looking up Error Checking 

 

What about adding in a menu so the teacher can go back 
to the main menu to add new data in a different class file?  

 

What about an error catcher for entering the test score?  

Using def to help you tidy up your code?  

NAME: 



Analysis of the Task Complete 

List what the program needs to be able 
to do 
 
E.g. Input Class Number 
Does the class number exists? 
If YES, open file and carry on 
If NO, then try another class number 

 

Objectives of the program: 
 Input class number and find the class file 
 Ask for student name 
 Allow 3 test scores to be entered 
 Store the student name and test scores in the correct class file 
 Allow the teacher to enter more than 1 student at a time 
 Catch the errors if the teacher enters a letter instead of a class number 

Design Complete 

Flowchart of the program  

Pseudo-code of the program  

Test Plan  

Development of Program Complete 

Print out of code  

Annotated code  

Different stages of your program/annotated  
Testing Complete 

Test Plan completed  

Evidence of tests working  

Modification made (if required)  
Evaluation Complete 

Compare solution to the analysis  

Compare the solution to the testing  

Success you have had/Improvements  

NAME: 


